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 List of all my resources will be on my blog later

 Link to blog on business cards

 Contact info. 

 Take a business card

 Even if you leave mid-way, feel free to get one before you go

 Panel is an open forum, so speak up!

 However, don’t hesitate to come up to me after the 

panel to talk

 Appreciate & love all feedback!

 E-mail, blog, e-mail form on blog, con feedback session, 

con FB page, etc.



 Please be understanding, respectful, & tolerant of 

others’ opinions

 Just b/c someone loves/hates/whatever a particular 

game, doesn’t mean you have to as well; everyone’s 

entitled to their own opinion.  Tanx =^.^=

 Healthy debate is encouraged but don’t burn each other 

in a fan rage

 Use “I” statements; ‘I don’t like FF--, b/c *raisins*’

 i.e., subjectivity vs. objectivity



 All FF things open to discussion

 I am not nor do I claim to be a FF expert

 Just a fun panel to encourage FF discussion

 So don’t sue me if I don’t know something

 Try to avoid the slippery slope known as Kingdom 

Hearts @.@



ALL TEH GAMES >.<



*List 

courtesy of 

The Final 

Fantasy

https://www.thefinalfantasy.com/games/












Or I’ll start crying about FFXIII >:’-(



 Raise your hand to respond

 To keep chaos at a minimum

Don’t railroad others mid-statement

 Let ppl. finish talking; you’re not the only one w/ 

opinions

 Also, remember there’s an audience, not you & another

 Let’s avoid any “FF… is the best/worst FF game 

EVAR!”

 Arguably, every game is a base breaker & there’s usually 

a decent amount of ppl. who love/hate any one game

 Let’s all be adults; disagree respectfully

 Don’t start fan rage World War II



Help yourself to my business

 If you have any questions, comments, feedback, 

etc., contact me however

 My blog, e-mail, comment on a relating blog post, 

smoke signals, carrier pigeons, whatever tickles your 

fancy

 If you really enjoyed this panel, would super 

appreciate if you mention so at the feedback 

session or on the forums post-con

 It’s not like I care or anything >.>



 Pass the Haterade!: Most Hated Characters in Anime 
(18+)
 Fri., 9/21; 8:15p-9:15p, CGC 105

 Figures to the Max! Blinded by B00bs Edition (18+)
 Fri., 9/21; 10:45p-11:45p, CGC 103

 Sit Down, STFU, & Play This J-RPG (Deluxe Edition)
 Fri./Sat., 9/21~9/22; 3a-4:30a, Waverly

 Defaming the Sacred!: Critical Looks At Popular & 
Classic Anime
 Sat.,9/22; 8:30p-10p, Waverly

 The State of the Anime Community: Past, Present, & 
Future
 Sun., 9/23; 1:30-2:30p, CGC 102

 Final Fantasy: Love It or Hate It, They Still Have All 
Your $$$
 Sun.,9/23; 3-4p, Williams AB



Have a great con ^.^


